
NATURE’S GOLD

ARTISAN SOUR DOUGH PIZZA

INGREDIENTS KG
NATURE’S GOLD Premium Baker’s 
Flour (strong white bread flour)

0.600

Salt 0.012
Pre made sour dough 0.060
Tepid/warm water 0.360
TOTAL 1.032

      
MIXER TIMINGS

Slow Medium to fast

Dough 6-8 minutes 0

1.  Using a dough hook mix to a developed but tight 
dough

2. Cover and rest for 24 hours
3. Divide into a required dough ball weight
4. Place in a fridge covered for 4-6 hours until required
5. Dust a table with fine semolina
6. Press out and hand stretch the doughball to shape 

with a defined rim
7. Place on pizza peel or pizza tray
8. Top with chopped/blended tomato 
9. Add grated mozzarella and fresh basil or other 

toppings of choice
10. Bake ideally using a preheated pizza stone in a hot 

oven or pizza oven

TEMPERATURE AND TIMES
Bake temperature 240°C (464°F.)

Bake time 4-9 minutes

ARTISAN PIZZA

INGREDIENTS KG
NATURE’S GOLD Premium Baker’s 
Flour (strong white bread flour)

0.600

Salt 0.007
Fine semolina 0.100
Sugar 0.015
Olive oil 0.020
Baking powder 0.012
Water 0.270
TOTAL 1.024

      
MIXER TIMINGS

Slow Medium to fast

Dough 2-3 minutes 5 minutes

1.  Using a dough hook mix to a developed but tight 
dough

2. Divide into required weights/ two large pizza
3. Rest covered for 2 hours until doubled in size or 

place in fridge covered for up to 24 hours (allow 
dough to return to room temperature before 
stretching/pressing out)

4. Dust a table with fine semolina
5. Press out and hand stretch the doughball to shape 

with a defined rim
6. Place on pizza peel or pizza tray
7. Top with chopped/blended tomato 
8. Add grated mozzarella and fresh basil or other 

toppings of choice
9. Bake ideally using a preheated pizza stone in a hot 

oven or pizza oven

TEMPERATURE AND TIMES
Bake temperature 240°C (464°F.)

Bake time 4-9 minutes

“Serving Suggestion”
www.4flour.co.uk/naturesgoldbakeathome




